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Abstract. Non-inductive current start-up via relativistic electron cyclotron resonance interaction is investigated 

for the high ratio (~10 %) of vertical Bv to toroidal Bt fields and the concave field lines in the QUEST spherical 

tokamak. In the start-up scenario with an internal poloidal field null (IPN), the fast current start-up rate of 0.3-

0.5 MA/sec and correlation with mildly relativistic electrons accelerated due to multiple ECR interaction are 

observed. In steady state high p equilibrium characterized by the inboard null (Rs ~ 0.7×R0) and p of 1.5 is 

achieved, where p are the inverse aspect ratio and poloidal beta, respectively. Relaxation oscillations in this 

equilibrium and confinement of the energetic electrons are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Establishment of the scenario for the fast current start-up and steady operation of the tokamak 

plasma is desired in a future tokamak reactor. For spherical tokamak devices this requirement 

becomes important because of no or small contribution of the ohmic windings. So far several 

plasma start-up scenarios with rf waves, neutral beam (NB) injection, bootstrap current, and 

their combination have been carried out in conventional and spherical tokamaks[1-15]. 

Electron cyclotron wave (ECW) technique is one of the best candidates, since the initiation 

position of plasma can be perfectly controlled by adjusting the corresponding toroidal magnetic 

field Bt and with proper vertical field Bv. For start-up scenario based on ECWs the first step is 

plasma initiation at the proper location in the vessel and small seed current production. This 

will be achieved by optimizing the ratio of Bv/Bt and choosing the favourable field line 

curvature. Then this seed current is raised with increasing Bv with keeping the MHD plasma 

equilibrium. In order to obtain the fast current start-up rate under the open magnetic field 

configuration, mechanisms for current generation and confinement of energetic electrons have 

been considered. Toroidal precession of the trapped electrons and co-moving electrons with 

stagnation points, uni-directional Pfirsch-Schlüter and diamagnetic currents, bootstrap and rf 

driven currents are considered as mechanisms for a seed current forming the closed flux 

surfaces from the open flux configuration [1,2,4,6,9,13,15]. The pioneering experiment and 
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numerical orbit calculations for optimization of Bv to confine the energetic electrons have been 

performed[1,16]. For steady state operation of tokamak the requirement for high poloidal beta 

p =8

a

2
pIp

2
 must be fulfilled to enhance the fraction of the bootstrap current to the 

total current [17]. Here, a is the minor radius and <p> is the averaged plasma pressure. 

Achievement and sustainment of such high p plasma have been demonstrated by means of Ip 

ramp-down, NB heating and lower hybrid current drive LHCD [18-20]. In TFTR a natural 

inboard poloidal field null at Rs has been first found inside the vessel for p >1.25 [18], where 


is the inverse aspect ratio. In Versator II the large Shafranov shift due to p

hot
 (~1.3), 

which was dominated by the energetic electrons accelerated parallel to the magnetic field by 

LHWs, agreed well with the theory [21], however, no measurement of the appearance of the 

null was reported. Since p
hot

 varies as Ip
-1

[20], it is noted that high p could not be sustained 

with increasing Ip.  In this manuscript a new scenario is demonstrated to keep p
hot

 ~ 1.5 by 

means of ECW, which will be able to extend higher density plasma if the conversion to 

electron Bernstein wave, EBW, occurs efficiently[22, 23].  

 

2. Experimental Apparatus and Fast Current Start-up 

A newly spherical tokomak device, QUEST, 

has been built to examine non-inductive start 

up and steady state operation of the spherical 

tokamak [24, 25]. The major radii of the 

limiters are 0.22 m and 1.32 m on the mid 

plane and their heights ± 1m in the vertical 

direction, respectively. This boundary limits 

the initial vertically extended banana orbits 

with a large banana width. The cyclotron 

resonance layers Rres, corresponding to ECW 

at 8.2 GHz locate at Rce = 0.3 m 

(fundamental) to R3ce = 0.9 m (third 

harmonic), respectively. Ordinary mode 

waves with the parallel refractive index N|| of 

~ 0.4 are injected from the phased array 

antenna [26]. Second antennas launch ECWs 

in co- and counter O-mode and perpendicular 

X modes, respectively. Total power is < 140 

kW. Divertor coils centered at (R, Z)=(0.3m, 

1.6m) and (0.8m, 1.6m) are mainly used in 

this scenario. At breakdown the high Bv (~ 19 

mT) at Rce, is already given and kept almost 

constant during the discharge. Non-inductive 

current start-up has been considered from a 

view point of multiple ECR interaction, large 

up-shift and auto resonance condition (N||~1). Figure 1 shows the relativistic ECR at Rnce~ 

n×0.3 m (n:harmonics) in the p||/mc and R plane. Due to large up-shift of N|| at R1ce, ECCD 

with mildly relativistic electrons moving in the wave momentum direction can be expected. In 

the IPN scenario, since better confinement of trapped electrons initially born at R1ce is 

guaranteed due to concave curved high Bv, the fast current start-up and high p due to hot 

electrons can be expected by selective acceleration of electrons having positive v||. Figure 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Relativistic resonance lines(solid lines) at 1st-
3rd hamonics are shown in the momentum p||-R 
plane. N||0 at 1.5 m is 0.2 and is increased due to the 
torodicity(dased line). At the 1st resonance the 
condition of N||~1 is fulfilled. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2  Current start-up rate vs. reverse electric 
field. Note that solid curves correspond to time 
trajectories at various densities. Curve starts from 
“start up“(A~1.1) to the origin (A~3). 
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shows the start-up rate dIp/dt of 0.3-0.5 

MA/sec within 0.2 s after rf injection as a 

function of induced electric field (<50 

mV/m) under the conditions of rf power (< 

140 kW) and density (~1.25×10
18

 m
-3

). The 

curves are time trajectories at various 

densities indicating a temporal change in the 

aspect ratio A of a current ring. The return 

current component is expected due to the 

induced electric field E of ~ 50 mV/m, 

where E is evaluated by averaging several 

flux loop signals. It decays below 10 mV/m 

quickly within ~ 50 msec and then 

diminishes at t > 100 msec. When a simple 

electric circuit, LdIp/dt=-2RE, is taken into 

account and the plasma inductance 

L=R(ln(8A)-2) is assumed, a useful 

formula dIp/dt=5E/ln(A) is derived [27]. In 

Fig.2 this relation is confirmed and A may 

change from 1.1 to ~ 3 during the start-up 

phase of 100 msec. Since the creation 

condition for backward runaway electrons is 

fulfilled above 15 keV when E~ 20 mV/m 

and ne<1×10
18 

m
-3 

[27], they will reduce 

dIp/dt. Furthermore, Ohkawa current will be 

also driven in the opposite direction when 

the de-trapping from the negative trapping 

boundary in velocity space is enhanced by 

the induced reversed E [28]. It is noticed 

that the reversed E causes the trapped 

electrons to move outward via the reverse 

process of Ware pinch[29]. Thus, although 

these effects affect dIp/dt, relatively high 

start-up rate can be achieved. During this 

phase rapid build up of the energy spectrum 

of mildly relativistic electrons is observed, as 

shown in Fig.3. CdTe and CdZnTe detectors 

were used to detect hard X rays and PHA 

was performed with dwell time of a few 

msec. Within 0.1 sec the HX energy reached 

up to 200 keV, which indicates that 

energetic  electrons could be well confined 

in vacuum field or at very low Ip, and well 

accelerated via multiple ECR interactions. 

These facts strongly support the IPN 

scenario based on the relativistic resonance 

interaction.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4  Typical waveform of (a)Ip,(b)Vloop,(c)nel and 

gas puff,(d) Hard Xrays(20-200keV),(e) p+li/2 and 

R,(f) Prf and Bv 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3 Rapid build up of the mildly relativistic energy 

spectrum within 0.12 s. 
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Fig.3 Rapid build up of the mildly relativistic energy 
spectrum within 0.12 s. 

3. High poloidal beta p Equilibrium   

Figure 4 shows time evolution of typical 

high p plasma. The plasma current is 

measured by a Rogowski coil encompassing 

the plasma. Ip rises to ~ -10 kA within ~ 100 

ms when Prf is raised to 80 kW. Here, the 

negative sign of Ip (positive Bv) is defined as 

the clockwise direction viewing from the 

top. As shown in Fig. 2, the dependence of 

dIp/dt within 100 ms on Prf and nel shows 

that when Prf is above 50 kW it can exceed 

0.1 MA/s and is inversely proportional to 

nel. Finally Ip reaches ~ -15 kA and is 

sustained for 1 second under the constant 

Bv. This feature of Ip with rapid rise 

accompanied by gradual increment phase 

depends on the initial breakdown density 

and subsequent density evolution. The line 

density nel measured by a 140 GHz 

interferometer shows almost constant value 

of 0.5×10
18

m
-2

 during the pulse. At the 

middle of the discharge the H2 gas is puffed 

for 0.2 seconds. This causes a slight 

reduction in Ip due to the small rise in ne. 

HXs viewing at R~0.6 m are observed at the 

start-up phase and rise rapidly when Ip 

exceeds ~ 5 kA, at which closed magnetic 

surfaces are expected to be formed. The 

phase during which no HXs are observed 

corresponds to extremely high flux from the 

limiter.  After that the HX flux integrated 

from 20 to 200 keV remains almost constant 

during the entire duration. The value of p 

+li/2 (~ 5) is kept constant during the pulse. 

According to the high p at very beginning 

phase of the discharge a poloidal field null 

appear inboard side of the torus. Figure 5 

shows the reconstructed flux surfaces from 

64 flux loops in accordance with that in ref. 

[30]. The equilibrium analysis gives that 

a=0.27 m, R0=0.79 m, a=0.4 and p=1.5, 

where denotes the Shafranov shift. The current profile is analyzed almost uniform resulting 

in internal inductance li~0.5. According to the reconstructed magnetic surface, en  is deduced 

0.5×10
18

m
-3

, which is below the O-mode cutoff density of 0.86×10
18

m
-3

. Te was measured ~ 

200 eV at Rce by Thomson scattering[31]. The Rs locates at ~ 0.5 m and this equilibrium of 

oblate plasma with the inboard null can be maintained for > 1 sec, which is much longer than 

the L/R time. The tangential image of HeII(468.6nm) through a filter taken every 1 msec by a 

fast-camera attached with an image intensifier shows the evolution from the inboard limiter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5   Magnetic surfaces with an inboard poloidal 

field null at Rs=0.5 m. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6  Equilibrium relation between Ip and 

Bv .Solid line indicates p=1.5, when A=3 and 

li=0.5 are assumed. 
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configuration to the high p plasma with the inboard null. The separatrix strike rings on the CS 

wall are also recorded by a visible fast-camera. The dependence of Ip on Bv is studied at low 

(~20 kW) and high (60-120 kW) powers, as shown in Fig.6. Bv is kept constant in time before 

rf injection and during the pulse. At low power Ip tends to saturate at ~ 6 kA as Bv is 7 mT. 

However, when Prf is raised Ip exceeds 10 kA at Bv = 8 mT, and increases linearly to 25 kA as 

Bv increases. The linear relation between Ip and Bv indicates p~1.5 and p =4.4, which is 

consistent with the equilibrium analysis done in Fig. 4. In this case li=0.5 and A=3 are assumed 

constant.  

 

4. Instabilities at high p 

Since p is close to an equilibrium limit, relaxation oscillations of this high p equilibrium are 

seen at the frequency of ~ 20 Hz under some conditions for 10 – 20 kA, as shown in Fig. 7. 

Slow rise and sharp drop in Ip were correlated to the change in the energy spectrum of HXs. 

The photon counts integrated over two 

energy windows of 10-100 keV and 200-

400 keV show an out-of- phase relation 

with respect to Ip. When Ip increases by 

12 % the high energy part increases by 

+30 %. On the other hand, the low energy 

part starts to decrease and continues 

smoothly down to - 60 % until the crash. 

Then it recovers to the averaged level. The 

high energy part drops abruptly by - 60 % at 

the crash from the averaged level and the 

minimum level is slightly delayed with 

respect to the minimum of Ip. The nel also 

oscillates by ± 26 %, however, this variation 

includes both changes in density and the 

shift of Rs. A relative change in the flux 

measured on the center stack is also shown. 

The Rs is increased at the crash due to 

reduction in Ip, and after that it moves 

toward the original position. Although the 

reversed electric field (~20 mV/m) is 

induced during the Ip rise, preferably the 

acceleration of electrons is deduced from 

HX spectra. Therefore, it is considered that 

variation in HXs is ascribed to the change in 

the confinement of the energetic electrons 

depending on Ip. The orbit calculations have 

been done for this equilibrium at two Ip 

values of 19 kA at the peak and 13 kA at 

the crash. Although the confinement of the 

trapped particles is not sensitive to Ip, 

circulating electrons launched from the region for 0.8 m < R < 0.9 m are only affected. Similar 

instabilities have been seen in LHCD or runaway experiments [27, 32] and the free energy 

source is considered as the distortion of the electron distribution function by LHW and E field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7  Relaxation oscillations on Ip, HXs (a), and 

density (b). Note that photon counts in low (10-100 

keV) and high (200-400 keV) energy windows 

oscillate out-of-phase with each other during the 

duration from Ip rise to crash. Poloidal flux 

distribution on inboard side during the one cycle 

(c). Data are plotted as a difference from that at the 

reference time 1.82 sec. Note the null point moves 

the horizontal plane at the crash. 
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Although theoretical interpretation based on 

the anomalous Doppler effect has been 

accepted [33], observed relaxation oscillations 

show some differences. First, ECW 

accelerates predominately electrons 

perpendicularly to the magnetic field and the 

distribution is distorted perpendicularly. 

Second, during the Ip rise phase, the reverse 

electric field is induced, but the effective 

temperature of HX spectra is increased. 

Detailed HX profile measurement is in 

progress. 

 

5. Discussion 

This non-inductive current start-up scenario 

IPN depends on how the relativistic electrons 

can be well confined in vacuum field. In order 

to confine trapped electrons and to reduce the 

banana width, the concave curvature Rc (= 

R/n*) and high magnitude of Bv are required. 

Here n*(=-d(lnBv)/d(lnR)) is the decay index.   

Although HXs above a few keV have been 

detected by immediately after breakdown in 

the standard limiter configuration [34], HXs 

up to 200 keV were observed without delay 

even when Ip was 0 - 5 kA in this 

configuration, as shown in Fig.3. Although all 

of the field lines intersect the wall, they can be 

well confined, as shown in Fig.8(a). The range 

of pitch angle  )u/ucos ||p

1  for 200 keV 

is 90˚±30˚ at Rce and almost constant between 

90˚± 45˚ for 0.3 m <R<1.2 m. The p  range 

depends on the energy very weakly and 

results in the effective fraction of the trapped 

electrons, eff   250 u/u. ||  of ~  

Second step of the IPN scenario is how these 

trapped electrons contribute to driven current. 

The toroidal precession current density jpt 

driven by these trapped electrons in the 

curved open field lines can be evaluated by 

replacing the poloidal field by Bv[35], and 

finally a pressure balance equation with the 

energetic electrons [29] is derived as follows,  

     vhot
v

effhhtpt RB/p
K

E

R
uenvenj 








 

2

1
2


              (1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 (a) Orbits (thick curves) of 200 keV electrons 

at Ip=0 and the vacuum poloidal flux contours(thin 

lines), and (b) orbits of 400 keV electrons at 10 kA. 

For case (a) pitch angles are 65, 45 and 45, 

respectively For case (b) Launched conditions (R 

and p) are pluses (0.3m,45˚),crosses(0.5m,45˚), 

triangles (0.5m,135˚), squares(0.6m,45˚), solid 

curves (0.9m,45˚) and circles(1.2m,45˚), 

respectively. 
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,where nh and nht are the density of the energetic electrons and trapped ones, respectively,  

the Larmor radius evaluated at Bv, K and E the first and second kinds of the complete elliptic 

function, phot the pressure of the energetic trapped electrons. The pitch parameter variable  

(R/2Rc)(u||/ u )
2
~n

*
/2 ~0.5 is used. The negative (positive) jpt is determined by the positive 

(negative) Bv, which is consistent with observations. Using these values jpt is evaluated 25 

kA/m
2
, which is on the same order of <jp>=Ip/a

2
. In the third step of IPN scenario, relativistic 

electrons must be well confined at relatively low current. Numerical calculations were done 

under the condition of that in Fig. 5. Co-circulating electrons ( p < 45) having 400 keV are 

well confined for R<R3ce, and counter-circulating electrons( p > 135) for Rs<R<0.8 m. These 

electrons can interact with ECWs via relativistic ECR interaction near R2ce and R3ce. The orbits 

for the electrons with 400 keV, whose pitch angle is near the transition from passing to 

trapped, are shown in Fig. 8(b). Large excursion along the separatrix for electrons with p ~ 

135 launched from near Rs is seen. The electrons launched from Rce at p =65 show oblate 

orbits surrounding the plasma. Thus, the vacuum configuration with concave field lines and 

high Bv plays an essential role to achieve high p plasma.  

  The observed start-up rate dIp/dt of ~ 0.3 MA/sec is 1/3 of that of ohmic start-up driven by 

~ 70 mVsec, but exceeds the values of 0.1-0.2 MA/s in LHCD[3]. Although similar dIp/dt of 

0.26 MA/s was achieved in LATE [9], observed start-up process seems to be different from 

their two step processes characterized by a current jump. The conversion efficiency from the rf 

energy to poloidal magnetic field energy is remained less than 1 %, which is less than 4 % in 

LHCD start-up experiment [3]. This might be due to poor absorption of incident ECW for the 

initiated plasma under the open field. 

 

6. Conclusion 

A new simple current start-up scenario, characterized by high Bv/Bt of 10 % and concave 

curvature, is demonstrated by means of ECW. This has favorable points, current start-up rate 

(~ 0.3-0.5 MA/s) comparable to those in LHCD and high poloidal beta (p ~ 1.5) with the 

inboard null. Since p is increased with reducing Ip and p remains almost constant, a natural 

divertor configuration is self-organized by reducing The confinement of relativistic electrons 

play important role to produce and maintain this high p equilibrium.  
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